
What are the advantages of laser projectors?

Dangbei alunching Mars Pro 4k Projector

There are some newly released projectors

equipped with laser light sources. What

exactly are the features of a laser light

source?

NEW YORK, UNITES STATES, July 27,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Generally

speaking, the light sources commonly

used in projectors can be divided into

three types: traditional light sources,

LED light sources, and laser light

sources. As a new light source, the

laser is being widely used in

engineering, education, and the home

market, light source advantages and

mature products are important factors

behind it. Today, let's learn more about

laser light sources. 

Laser is known as the world's

"brightest light", the brightness of the

beam is about 10 billion times brighter than the sun's light, wavelength concentration, high

energy, and is a more ideal projection light source. But don't be frightened by this "10 billion

times the sunlight", the laser is actually characterized by high instantaneous energy and high

brightness, but the total energy is not large. For example, a high-energy laser beam can instantly

pierce a steel plate, but the total energy can not even melt the ice.

From a technical point of view, the laser light source has two technical paths: one is through the

red, green, and blue (the three primary colors of light) three-color laser mixture, and the second

is through a single laser light source and fluorescent mixture. As soon as the laser light source

was introduced, it sent a shock through the projection display industry, which was originally

trapped in the brightness bottleneck.

Not only is the laser light source very bright, but it is also compact with low energy consumption,

no lamp replacement, and a light source life of up to 20,000 hours. In addition, the enclosed light

source is relatively dust resistant, low maintenance, and capable of 24/7 operation, so many
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businesses are willing to produce projectors with

laser light sources.

The most effective thing is that the brightness of

the laser light source decays very slowly. In

general, the brightness of the laser light source

will change only after tens of thousands of hours

of use, but the curve of change is relatively flat.

Due to the low attenuation characteristics of the

light source, the output image quality of the

projector with a laser light source can maintain

high brightness, saturation, and contrast for a

long time, rendering the picture color always clear

and bright.

It is because the laser light source has many

advantages, many industry experts believe that

"laser light source is the future". However, at

present, the price of laser light sources is still too

high compared to LED light sources, so there are

not many consumer-grade products. 

So for now, a high brightness home projector is

still the preferred choice. With 3,200 ANSI lumens,

the Dangbei Mars Pro delivers a clear and

translucent picture in daylight. At the same time,

with 4K resolution and HDR high dynamic range

support, it is easy to present a colorful and

immersive picture effect.

With the continuous progress of projector

technology, laser projectors will continue to be

popular, and the price of laser light sources will

also gradually decline. We can also look forward

to a future projector that is truly comparable to

the picture effect of a TV!
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